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LBNL-59320A Secular Quark Gluon Plasma Phase Preceding Black Hole FormationAbhas Mitra�Theoretical Astrophysics Section,Bhabha Atomic Research Center, Mumbai-400085, IndiaNorman K. GlendenningyNuclear Science Division & Institute for Nuclear and Particle Astrophysics,Lawrence Berkeley LaboratoryBerkeley, CA. 94720(Dated: January 17, 2006)As spherical collapse of very massive stars would tend to the formation of Black Holes with an Event Horizon having agravitational red-shift of z =1, the pressure of gravitationally trapped radiation would increase as � (1 + z)2. Consequentlycatastrophic collapse must change into a secular collapse as the radioactive luminosity would attain its Eddington value. Sincethe local temperature of the collapsing body is found to be � 250 MeV, the stellar mass Black Hole Candidates could be inthis intermediate state of a hot Quark Gluon Plasma.PACS numbers: 04.40.-b, 97.60.-s, 97.60.Bw, 25.75.NaKeywords: Massive star, black hole, secular collapseGeneral Relativity (GR) predicts that trajectories ofradiation quanta in passing by a star are deected bytwice the amount predicted in Newtonian gravity. Ed-dington's historic test of GR in 1919 hinged on this pre-diction.Here we consider instead emmision from a very massivestar. The trajectories of emitted quanta bend away fromthe normal to the surface of such a star. However, aslong as z < p3� 1 where z is the gravitational redshift,z = (1�Rs=R)�1=2 � 1 (1)the emitted quanta nevertheless manage to evade entrap-ment and move away to in�nity.But if the body should be so compact as to lie withinits \photon sphere", i.e., R < (3=2)Rs or z > p3 � 1,then only the radiation emitted within a cone de�ned bysemi-angle �c:sin �c = p272 (1�Rs=R)1=2(Rs=R) (2)will be able to escape eventually [2, 3]. Radiation emittedin the rest of the hemisphere would eventually returnwithin the compact object. This e�ect of gravitationalradiation trapping has been considered for static compactobjects having z < 2 [3, 4].Another fundamental result of GR is the existence ofthe vacuum Schwarzschild solution which apparently pre-dicts the existence of non-charged black holes (BH) char-acterized by an Event Horizon (EH) having z = 1. In

fact the formation of an EH might be seen as the ultimateresult of the previous phenomenon of bending/trappingof light in a strong gravitational �eld.It is believed that when stars of a few solar masses col-lapse, a hot proto-neutron-star (PNS) is formed �rst. Be-cause of the compactness of a PNS, collapse generated ra-diation is trapped by matter-radiation interaction in thePNS. Since the PNS has a modest value of z � 0:1� 0:2,there is no gravitational trapping of radiation and neu-trinos di�use out of the star in about � 10s to form astatic NS [5]. For static objects, z < 2 and the e�ectof gravitational trapping, if it occurs, would not be dra-matic. In general it is found that, the e�ect of neutrinotrapping may further delay the formation of a NS andthe mass of the NS could be higher than the canonicalvalue of 1:4M�, where M� is the solar mass.The collapse of very massive stars would not resultin the formation of a static and cold NS; on the othercontrary, collapse in such a case would fall inexorablytowards the z = 1 black hole (BH) stage. This seemsreasonable both because (i) there is an upper limit onthe mass of cold objects and (ii) there cannot be anycold/static spherical con�guration for z > 2.But by de�nition, the z = 1 state must be precededby intermediate states having arbitrarily large but �nitez. The external spacetime associated with any contract-ing and radiating object is represented by the radiatingVaidya metric [6] which at the boundary (r = R) of the



2body has the form,ds2 = (1� 2GM=Rc2)du2 + 2du dR�R2(d�2 + sin2 �d�2)(3)where u is the retarded time, � is the polar and � isthe azimuth angle. As the collapse/contraction proceedsboth M(R) and R decrease. Simultaneously, g00 = (1�2GM=Rc2)! 0 as an event horizon forms. By de�nition,there is no upper limit on z in this case because (1+z) =g�100 !1 in the same limit.The e�ect of radiation trapping during these interme-diate high-z states has never been considered, thoughpreviously Kembhavi and Vishveshwara[4] observed that\If neutrinos are trapped, they will not be able to trans-port energy to the outside, and this can have seriousconsequences on the thermal evolution of the star. Theseconsiderations might become especially interesting in thecase of a collapsing phase which leads to the formationof a compact, dense object."In this Letter, we want to point out precisely this ef-fect of radiation trapping during continued gravitationalcollapse in a qualitative manner. At high z, R � Rsand from Eq.(2), one can see that, sin �c ! �c �(p27=2)(1 + z)�1 [2, 3] Therefore the solid angle of es-caping radiation is
c � ��2c � 27�4 (1 + z)�2 (4)The chance of escape of radiation therefore decreases as
c=2� � (27=8)(1 + z)�2. Consequently, as the collapsegenerates internal heat/radiation, the energy density andpressure of trapped radiation at least as fast as�r � R�3(1 + z)2 : (5)This means that if without trapping, 1010, neu-trino/photon would escape a particular spot on the sur-face, with gravitational trapping, only 1 of every 1010quanta would escape for z = 105. Even without any grav-itational trapping, in the regime of high density and tem-perature of the collapsing matter, radiation is trapped inthe collapsing matter because of radiation-matter inter-action. This is the reason that though the free fall timeof a PNS could be < 1 ms, its actual collapse time (evenwithout any gravitational trapping of radiation) is muchlarger � 10s. Thus actually �r would start rising muchfaster than R�3(1 + z)2 during the z ! 1 process be-cause of the joint e�ect of matter-radiation interactionand gravitational trapping.On the other hand, the locally measured Eddington lu-minosity i.e., the luminosity for which the outward radi-ation pressure on the plasma counterbalances the inwardpull of gravity is [2]Led = 4�GMc� (1 + z) (6)

where � is the appropriate opacity. Essentially, Led cor-responds to a critical radiation pressure ofped = GM�R2 (1 + z) (7)Since the trapped radiation pressure pr � R�3(1 + z)2,while ped � R�2(1+z), the former must catch up with thelatter at some appropriate �nite value of z and R. Thenthe trapped radiation pressure would exactly counterbal-ance the inward pull of gravity and the catastrophic col-lapse would be dynamically halted by it! Once this qua-sistatic stage is reached, R and z would become practi-cally constant on short time scales and there would be nofurther rise in the value of pr. In a very strict sense, how-ever, an eternally collapsing object (ECO) would still becontracting on extremely long time-scales! This is so be-cause as long as an horizon is not formed, i.e., z <1, thebody would radiate and M would continue to decrease.Consequently the metric would remain non-static and, inresponse, R too, would decrease. Actually z would con-tinue increasing z ! 1 while R would hardly change,i.e., the evolution would primarily take place in z space.It is this in�nitesimal decrease in the value of R and at-tendant much higher secular increase in the value of zand �r which would generate just enough energy (at theexpense of Mc2) to maintain the Eddington luminosityseen by a distant observer is [2]L1ed = 4�GMc�(1 + z) � 1:3� M1M� � 1038(1 + z)�1 erg=s(8)where M� is the solar mass. Since L1 = �c2dM=du,the time scale associated with this phase isu = Mc2�c2dM=du = Mc2L1 = �c(1 + z)4�G (9)Obviously, u ! 1 irrespective of the value of � asthe BH stage (z = 1) would be arrived. Thus theEddington-limited contracting phase actually becomeseternal and the object in this phase may be called anEternally Collapsing Object (ECO). Since for photons,� � 0:4 cm2/g, but, for neutrinos k� is smaller by an ex-tremely large factor of � 1014�18, we will have u� � u .Consequently, initial transition to the ECO phase maybe dominated by huge �-emission with a time scale u� .But as far as eventual secular ECO phase is concerned, itshould be governed by photonic time scale u because itis much easier to maintain a Led caused by photons thanby neutrinos. Somewhat similar thing happens for theformation of a hot NS in from a PNS: initial time scaleof � 10s is dictated by huge �-emission, while the hot NScools for thousands of years by photon emission. How-ever, as mentioned earlier, while trapped photons canescape by di�usion from a NS with z � 0:1, they remainpractically trapped for ever in an ECO with z � 1. It



3is because of the same di�erence in the value of z, thatthere is no signi�cant trapped radiation pressure e�ectin a NS.For this era of quasi-stability by trapped photons, onecan verify that u � Hubble time, and therefore theobserved black hole candidates (in present epoch) mustbe in this ECO phase (z = finite � 1) rather than inthe BH phase (z = 1). In fact Robertson & Leiter [7]have shown that the stellar mass black-hole candidatesdo not have any EH (z = 1) in the present epoch; on-the-other-hand they have an extremely large but �nitez � 107�8. Since in the high z regime, R � Rs, theproper energy density, � = �0 + �r, of the ECO is� = M(4�=3)R3s = 3c632�G3M2 (10)It has been shown elsewhere that when a self-luminousobject is radiating at its Eddington luminosity, �r=�0 �(1+z)[8]. And since for the ECO, z � 1, its energy den-sity is dominated by radiation rather than by baryonicrest mass, �r � �0. Although Ref.(8) has shown this in atransparent way, one might try to appreciate this resultin the following qualitative way:The formation of a PNS corresponds to collapse to agravitational potential well of depth z � GM=Rc2 � 0:1and release of gravitational potential energy of about� �zM�c2. But the formation of an ECO correspondsto collapse to much deeper gravitational potential well(z � 1) with attendant gravitational binding energy� �zMc2. The positive internal energy of the ECO orany self-gravitating quasistatic object must be compa-rable to the negative gravitational potential energy forhydrostatic balance. Thus when a high z ECO is in qua-sistatic state equilibrium, its trapped radiation energy� zMc2 must overwhelm its baryonic energy, i.e., onemust necessarily have �r � �0 for a z � 1 ECO.Thus an Eternally Collapsing Object (ECO) is an ul-trarelativistic �reball of radiation, with particle pairs in-terspersed with baryons much like the plasma in the veryearly universe. The average temperature of the ECO isobtained by noting � � �r = aT 4, where a is the radia-tion constant in Eq.(9):T = � 3c48�aG�1=4R�1=2s � 600� MM���1=2 MeV (11)Thus for a M = 6M� BHC/ ECO, the local tempera-ture is � 250 MeV. Hence such stellar mass BHCs/ECOscould be in a Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) phase. As ofnow, it is believed that a bulk QGP phase existed only inthe very early universe and in the present epoch perhapsin the cores of neutron stars. Possibly a QGP phasemay at best be momentarily created in high-energy-accelerator experiments. But now we arrive, through adetailed analaysis, at the possibility that a bulk and ever

lasting QGP phase exists within the so-called stellar massBHCs.Although this discussion speci�cally considered forma-tion of ECOs of a few stellar masses it is valid for allmass scales provided the progenitor density and gravityare suitably high to cause continued collapse towards BHformation, i.e., z !1. And although enhanced matter-radiation interaction would accelerate the formation ofECOs, ECOs would nevertheless occur even in the ab-sence of any matter-radiation interaction simply becauseptrap=ped grows as � (1 + z)=RM . However, for a su-permassive ECO, the local internal temperature wouldbe lower; for instance, for M � 108M�, one would haveT � 60 keV.Most of the numerical and analytical studies of GR ra-diative collapse implicitly or explicitly assume �r � �0and hence they cannot obtain this ECO phase of �r � �0.Note, if the transport of heat/radiation would be naivelytreated as radially outward ow of a (null) uid, one maynot at all reproduce the e�ect of bending of radiation.In principle, one needs to do ray tracing for each emit-ted photon/neutrino in extremely strong gravity. But inpractice, this may be impossible, and one can probablywrite a program to approximately incorporate this e�ectby hand. Further while R = Rs[1� (1 + z)�2]�1 changesonly modestly from (3=2)Rs to Rs, z would change in-�nitely faster from (p3� 1) to 1 and appropriate com-mensurate binning of R and z would be quite di�cult.Thus, numerically, it would be extremely di�cult to cap-ture this dramatic e�ect of radiation trapping and prob-ably no study has ever attempted to do the same eventhough it is inevitable.Interestingly, Cuesta, Salim and Santos [? ] have at-tempted to see whether collapse of Supermassive starscan produce an ECO. And they have found that col-lapse of (Newtonian) Supermassive Stars �rst producesan ECO, radiating at its Eddington limit, rather a staticBH. However they have not incorporated this dramatice�ect of  Ltrap � (1+z)2 (actually much faster) as z !1.Neither have they considered the general possibility that,in GR, it is very much possible to have a state with � � �rinstead of � � �0 because of the dramatic rise of trappedradiation density.In conclusion, since pr;trap � R�3(1 + z)2 while thelocal Eddington pressure ped � R�2(1 + z), as continuedcollapse would proceed to form a black hole with z =1,the former must equal the latter at appropriate �nitevalue of z and R. Then radiation pressure would makethe evolution quasistatic. And irrespective of the valueof opacity and any other details of the initial collapsingphase, this phase becomes eternal (as z ! 1) and iscalled the eternally collapsing (ECO) phase.Mathematically, however, the ECO is approaching thestatic con�guration of a z = 1 BH, asymptotically, tohonor the exact vacuum Schwarzschild solution. Finally,since low mass ECOs could have a local temperature of
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